Many physical systems are well described on domains which are relatively large in some directions but relatively thin in other directions. In this scenario we typically expect the system to have emergent structures that vary slowly over the large dimensions. For practical mathematical modelling of such systems we require efficient and accurate methodologies for reducing the dimension of the original system and extracting the emergent dynamics. Common mathematical approximations for determining the emergent dynamics often rely on self-consistency arguments or limits as the aspect ratio of the 'large' and 'thin' dimensions becomes unphysically infinite. Here we build on a new approach, previously establish for systems which are large in only one dimension, which analyses the dynamics at each cross-section of the domain with a rigorous multivariate Taylor series. Then centre manifold theory supports the local modelling of the system's emergent dynamics with coupling to neighbouring cross-sections treated as a non-autonomous forcing. The union over all cross-sections then provides powerful support for the existence and emergence of a centre manifold model global in the large finite domain. Quantitative error estimates are determined from the interactions between the cross-section coupling and both fast and slow dynamics. Two examples provide practical details of our methodology. The approach developed here may be used to quantify the accuracy of known approximations, to extend such approximations to mixed order modelling, and to open previously intractable modelling issues to new tools and insights.
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Introduction
System of large spatial extent in some directions and relatively thin extent in other dimensions are important in engineering and physics. Examples include thin fluid films, flood and tsunami modelling (Noakes, King, and Riley 2006; Bedient and Huber 1988; LeVeque, George, and Berger 2011, e.g.) , pattern formation in systems near onset (Newell and Whitehead 1969; Cross and Hohenberg 1993; Westra, Binks, and Water 2003, e.g.) , wave interactions (Nayfeh and Hassan 1971; Griffiths, Grimshaw, and Khusnutdinova 2005, e.g.) , elastic shells (Naghdi 1972; Mielke 1988; Lall, Krysl, and Marsden 2003, e.g.) , and microstructured materials (Romanazzi, Bruna, and Howey 2016, e.g.) . There are many formal approaches to mathematically describe, by means of modulation or amplitude equations, the relatively long time and space evolution of these systems (Dyke 1987, e.g.) . This article develops a general approach to illuminate and enhance such practical approximations. Roberts (2015a) originally developed this approach for systems which have only one large dimension, and any number of significantly smaller dimensions. Here we consider the general case where the system has (finite) number of large dimensions and any number of thin dimensions.
The approach is to examine the dynamics in the locale around any cross-section. We find that a truncated Taylor series-a Taylor multinomial-for local spatial structures is only coupled to neighbouring locales via the highest order resolved derivative. This coupling as is treated as an 'uncertain forcing' of the local dynamics, and with Assumption 3, we apply non-autonomous centre manifold theory (Potzsche and Rasmussen 2006; Haragus and Iooss 2011, e.g.) to prove the existence and emergence of a slowly varying local model. The theoretical support provided by centre manifold theory applies for all cross-sections and so establishes existence and emergence of a centre manifold model globally over the spatial domain (Proposition 1) to form an 'infinite' dimensional centre manifold (Gallay 1993; Aulbach and Wanner 1996; Aulbach and Wanner 2000, e.g.) . Section 3 develops the methodology for a general linear pde system defined on a general do-main consisting of both 'thin' and 'large' dimensions. In addition to rigorous proofs, Section 3 also establishes a practical construction procedure based upon a multinomial generating function.
The new approach derives a novel quantitative estimate of the leading error, equation (52), obtained from the final term of the exact Taylor multinomial (18c). Thus our approach not only provides new theoretical support for established methods such as the method of multiple scales, it extends the methods and provides new error estimates of the slowly varying model. Interestingly, the theory is still valid in boundary layers and shocks, it is just that then the error terms are so large that the analysis in terms of centre-stable space variations is inappropriate. However, we restrict the current analysis to linear pde systems and will consider nonlinear systems in future work.
Two examples illustrate the general method and theory of Section 3. First, Section 2 introduces the new approach with the example of a random walker who walks over a large plane but randomly changes direction among three directions. We construct the emergent mean dynamics of the random walker across the plane, as a Fokker-Planck pde, with a quantifiable error which agrees with the general form of the error (52). The computer algebra code of Appendix B implements the practical construction algorithm for this example and confirms that the modelling extends to arbitrary order to rigorously derive a generalised Kramers-Moyal expansion for the random walker (Pawula 1967, e.g.) .
Second, Section 4 discusses the more complex example of a two dimensional heterogeneous diffusion problem-one with a spatially varying diffusivity in a cellular pattern. Via an ensemble of cellular phase-shifted problems, the heterogeneous diffusion problem is embedded in a family of problems which are homogeneous in the large dimensions and heterogeneous only in the thin dimensions of the cellular ensemble. Then the local dynamics within a cellular cross-section leads to the ensemble averaged homogenisation of the original pde. This approach should underlie future rigorous modelling of pattern formation problems in multiple space dimensions.
The new methodology developed herein is -free. Although the analysis is based upon a fixed reference equilibrium, crucially the subspace and centre manifold theorems guarantee the existence and emergence of models in a finite domain about this reference equilibrium. Sometimes such a finite domain of applicability is large. The only epsilons in this article appear in comparisons with other methodologies.
Macroscale dynamics of a random walker
This section introduces the novel approach in perhaps the simplest example system of the effective drift of a vacillating random walker. Section 3 develops the approach for general linear pdes on general large but thin domains.
Consider the example of walker located somewhere in large domain in the xy-plane. At any time the walker steps in one of three directions, as illustrated by different colours in Figure 1 . But the walker randomly changes directions, as also illustrated in Figure 1 . We model the probability that the walker is at position (x, y) and walking in direction j at time t.
Let's explore the evolution of the probability density function (pdf) for the random walker. Let the pdf be denoted by p j (x, y, t) for direction states j = 1, 2, 3 . To avoid some symmetry in the system, the walker cannot move directly between the first and third states, but must go indirectly via the second state.
Figure 1: Depending upon state of mind, a walker steps in one of three directions, indicated by different colours and indices j = 1, 2, 3 , and directions indicated by the intra-plane arrows. However, the walker randomly in time changes state of mind, indicated by the inter-plane double-headed arrows.
Choose constant non-dimensional walking velocities in the three states of v 1 = (1, 1), v 2 = (−1, 0) and v 3 = (1, −1). The principle of conservation of probability gives that the three governing non-dimensional Fokker-Planck pdes are
for (x, y) in some large spatial domain X. For simplicity, in this section we assume the domain X is convex-a restriction removed in the general analysis of Section 3. An equivalent interpretation of the system of pdes (1) is that for a sort of heat exchanger when we view p j (x, y, t) as the temperature field in three adjacent plates, which is carried by some fluid flow at velocity v j in plate j and diffuses between plates j, with only plate j = 2 in contact with both plates j = 1, 3 . Our challenge then is to find a description of the large time, emergent, heat distribution. The equivalent challenge for the random walker is to describe his/her emergent probability distribution.
We focus upon the emergent solution of the pdes (1) in the interior of the domain X. This section ultimately finds that the mean pdf, u 0 (x, y, t) = 1 3 (p 1 + p 2 + p 3 ), satisfies the anisotropic Fokker-Planck/advection-diffusion pde
Many extant mathematical methods, such as homogenisation and multiple scales (Engquist and Souganidis 2008; Pavliotis and Stuart 2008, e.g.) , would derive such an pde. The main results of this section are to rigorously derive this pde from a 'local' analysis, complete with a novel quantitative error formula, and with an innovative proof that the pde arises as a naturally emergent model from a wide variety of initial and boundary conditions. The pdes (1) would have some boundary conditions specified on the boundary ∂X. A future challenge is to determine the corresponding boundary conditions on ∂X to be used with the model pde (2) in order to correctly predict the mean field u 0 (Roberts 1992; Chen, Roberts, and Bunder 2016, e.g.) .
The analysis is clearer in cross-state spectral modes. Thus transform to fields
Figure 2: schematic diagram of the random walker indicating that we focus on modelling the pdf dynamics in the locale of a fixed station (x, y) = (X, Y). The vertical cylinder illustrates an example of the locale of the station (x, y) = (X, Y).
Equivalently,
Then the governing pdes (1) become the separated 'slow-fast' system
This form highlights that the difference fields u 1 and u 2 tend to decay exponentially quickly, but that interaction between gradients of the mean and difference fields generates other effects, effects that are crucial in deriving the macroscale FokkerPlanck/advection-diffusion pde (2).
In the interior
Our approach expands the fields in their local spatial structure based around any station (x, y) = (X, Y), and then the results apply to all stations. As commented earlier, this approach is -free. Fix upon a station in X at (x, y) = (X, Y) as shown in Figure 2 . Consider the pdf fields in the vicinity of (x, y) = (X, Y), and denote the collective as vector u(x, y, t) := (u 0 , u 1 , u 2 ) (an unsubscripted u denotes such a vector in R 3 ). For all (x, y) ∈ X (convex) invoke a multivariate Taylor's Remainder Theorem to express the fields exactly:
where, assuming u is twice differentiable in X, the coefficient 'derivatives' are
• whereas when m + n = 2 ,
For definiteness and to avoid a combinatorial explosion of equations, this section truncates the Taylor expansion of u to the lowest order of interest, namely the quadratic approximation N = 2; Appendix B lists computer algebra code that not only derives the results summarised here, but also derives corresponding results for arbitrarily specified truncation order N.
Local ODEs Substituting the Taylor expansion (5a) into the governing pdes (4) leads to a set of equations which are exact everywhere. But in some places (namely near the station (X, Y)) the equations are useful in that remainder terms are negligibly small. We derive a set of linearly independent equations for the coefficient functions u mn j in (5) simply by differentiation and evaluation at (x, y) = (X, Y) (Appendix B): this process is almost the same as equating coefficients of terms in (x−X) m (y−Y) n , but with care to maintain exactness one finds exact remainder terms. To express the remainder terms, and because of the subsequent evaluation at the station (x, y) = (X, Y), the symbols u mn j such that m + n = 2 denote u mn j (X, Y, X, Y, t); further, the x and y subscripts in the symbols u 
Now, after substituting (5a), the various derivatives of (4a) evaluated at (x, y) = (X, Y) lead to six odes for the six u 0 coefficients: 
Similarly, after substituting (5a), the various derivatives of (4b) evaluated at (x, y) = (X, Y) lead to six odes for the six u 1 coefficients, 
and the various derivatives of (4c) evaluated at (x, y) = (X, Y) lead to six odes for the six u 2 coefficients, 
1 The 'uncertain' derivatives u mn jx and u mn jy might appear to be simple third-order derivatives, but they are more subtle because of the integral (5c). 
The functions u mn jx and u mn jy for m + n = 2 that appear in (7) are part of the closure problem for the local dynamics: the derivatives u mn jx and u mn jy couple the dynamics at a station (X, Y) with the dynamics at neighbouring stations. It is by treating terms in u mn jx and u mn jy as 'uncertain', time-dependent, inputs into the local dynamics that we notionally make the vast simplification in apparently reducing the problem from one of an infinite dimensional dynamical system to a tractable eighteen dimensional system.
The slow subspace emerges
For a dynamical system approach to modelling the local dynamics, define the state vector u(X, Y, t) = (u 00 , u 10 , u 01 , u 20 , u 11 , u 02 ) and group the eighteen odes (7) into the matrix-vector system, of the form du/dt = Lu + r(t),
where blanks are zero-blocks, and where
and where r m,n (t) in (8a) contain the appropriate terms from (7) involving the definite but 'uncertain' u mn jx and u mn jy . The hierarchical structure of the matrix in (8) directly reflects the approach: the blocks L m,n directly encode the various derivatives appearing in the original governing pdes (4); whereas the structure of these blocks in L are a consequence of the multivariate Taylor expansion (5a) and its derivatives.
Local slow subspace The system (8) appears in the form of a 'forced' linear system, so our first task is to understand the corresponding linear homogeneous system obtained by omitting the 'forcing' (although here the the 'forcing' is the uncertain coupling with neighbouring locales). The corresponding homogeneous system is upper triangular, so its eigenvalues are those of L 0,0 , namely 0, −1 and −3 each with multiplicity six. The twelve negative eigenvalues indicates that after transients decay, roughly like O e −t , the system evolves on the 6D slow subspace of the six eigenvalues 0.
Let's construct this 6D slow subspace. Two eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalue are found immediately, namely
A further four linearly independent vectors are generalised eigenvectors: 
The large number of zeros in the ode system (10) reflects the zero eigenvalues, the zero-mean of the y velocities for the three layers, and a useful upper triangular nature. The non-zero elements in the first row giveu which directly corresponds to the macroscale model pde (2). The novelty of our approach is that we now go beyond such a basic model to quantitatively determine remainders-these remainders are quantifiable errors in the model.
Time dependent normal form
Near identity coordinate transforms underpin modelling dynamics. In particular, time-dependent coordinate transforms empower understanding of the modelling of non-autonomous, and stochastic, dynamical systems (Aulbach and Wanner 1999; Arnold and Imkeller 1998; Roberts 2008, e.g.) . This section analogously uses a time-dependent coordinate transformation to separate exactly the slow and fast modes of the system (8) in the presence of the 'uncertain forcing' that couples the dynamics to neighbouring stations. This is the first time the effects of such coupling have been quantified in multiscale problems with multiple large dimensions. The coordinate transform introduces new dependent variables U(t). In some sense, the new variables u ≈ U so the coordinate transform is 'near identity'. Let's choose to parametrise precisely the slow subspace of the system (8) by the variables U 0 : that is, on the subspace where the new stable variables U 1 = U 2 = 0, we insist on the exact identity u = U. This choice simplifies subsequent construction of slowly varying models such as (2).
In the coordinate transform, the effects of the uncertain forcings appear as integrals over their past history. For any µ > 0 , we define the convolution
Consequently, the time derivative d(e −µt w )/dt = −µe −µt w + w which is a key property in the upcoming analysis.
Well established iteration described elsewhere (Roberts 2008, e.g.) constructs the coordinate transformation. The details are not significant here, all we need are the results. The computer algebra code of Appendix B, for the case N = 2, produces the following exact coordinate transform (12): there is no neglect of any 'small' terms.
Invoke the following time dependent, coordinate transform, U → u : where the ellipses represent many terms we choose not to present so that you can more easily appreciate the overall structure, 
In these new variables, the odes (13g)- (13r) = O e −γt for any chosen rate 0 < γ < 1. That is, U 1 = U 2 = 0 is the exact slow subspace for the 'forced' system (8).
Further, and usefully, by the construction of (12a)- (12f), on this slow subspace u mn 0 = U mn 0 , exactly.
The slowly varying model
Recall the exact Taylor multinomial (5a). Given the exact coordinate transform (12), and that
−γt , the Taylor multinomial (5a) establishes that, based upon the station (X, Y), the mean field
Crucially, the left-hand side is independent of the station (X, Y). If the righthand side was just a local approximation, then the field it generates would depend upon the station (X, Y). But the right-hand side is exact (with its unknown but exponentially quickly decaying transients). This exactness is maintained because we keep the remainder terms in the analysis. Consequently, the mean field given by expression (14) is independent of the station (X, Y) despite (X, Y) appearing on the right-hand side.
To obtain an exact pde of the slow variations in the mean field u 0 , take the time derivative of (14) and evaluate at (x, y) = (X, Y). Remembering the derivative of the history convolution, that d/dt(e −µt w ) = −µe −t w + w, the ode (13a) implies , that couples the local dynamics to its neighbouring locales. Consequently, an exact statement of the mean field u 0 is thus
In principle, equation (15) is an exact integro-differential equation for the system: the integral part coming from the history convolutions hidden within the coupling r with other locales. The macroscale approximation is to neglect both the transients and the integral coupling. The rigorous, macroscale, slowly varying, model is then the Fokker-Planck/advection-diffusion pde (2) obtained from (15) with O e −γt neglected as a quickly decaying transient, and the uncertain coupling r neglected as its error.
Since the remainder coupling r is a linear combination of the subtle spatial derivatives (6) of second derivatives, here the magnitude of the neglected coupling is that of third order spatial derivatives.
The analysis detailed in this section is for the chosen truncation N = 2 in the multivariate Taylor series (5a). Alternatively, upon choosing truncation N = 3 the computer algebra of Appendix B derives the higher-order mean-field model
for some even more voluminous coupling remainder r. Both such pdes are examples of so-called mixed order models, as are the other pdes derived with larger truncation N. The extant mathematical methodologies of homogenisation and multiple scales promote an aversion to such mixed order models. But our approach rigorously justifies such pdes as mathematical models with the derived remainder r being the quantifiable error.
A PDE models interior plate dynamics
Inspired by the successful exact modelling of the random walker (heat exchanger) in Section 2, this section establishes analogous exact modelling in the very wide class (16) of linear systems of pdes in multiple space dimensions. Figure 3 schematically overviews this section. This section develops a rigorous approach to the modelling of fields in multiscale domains X × Y . We suppose that X is an open domain in R M of large 'macroscale' extent, called the plate, whereas Y is a relatively small 'microscale' cross-sectional domain in some Hilbert space. 3 We consider the dynamics of some field u(x, y, t) in
m pdes (17) for U(x, t) with closure error (52) Figure 3 : Flow chart describing the modelling scheme, from the original pde for u(x, y, t) to the macroscale model pde for the emergent 'mean field' variables U(x, t). Blue rectangles describe different stages of the modelling and red diamonds describe the method for obtaining one model from another.
a given Hilbert space U (finite or infinite dimensional), where u :
cross-sectional position y ∈ Y, and time t ∈ R (in §2 variable y denoted a 'large' dimension variable which in this general theory are all gathered into x, whereas hereafter y denotes position in the 'thin' dimensions). We suppose the field u(x, y, t) satisfies a specified pde in the linear class
where the M-dimensional (mixed) derivative of order
, and where the infinite sum is notionally written as being over all possible multiindices k ∈ N M 0 (as usual, the set of natural numbers N 0 := {0, 1, 2, . . .}). However, in application the sum of terms in the pde (16) typically truncate at the first or second order derivatives (as in the pde (1)). Nonetheless, our analysis caters for arbitrarily high order pdes. Such sums truncate as we do assume that only a finite number of operators L k are non-zero. Thus, such 'infinite' sums truncate at some definite but unspecified order of |k|.
The plate domain X (open) may be finite, or infinite, or multi-periodic. The plate domain X generally excludes boundary layers and any internal 'shocks' or 'cracks'-it need not even be connected. In application, the domain X will be chosen a finite distance from boundary layers or shocks so that boundary layer structures have decayed enough for the remainder coupling effects (e.g., (15)) to be below some chosen threshold error on ∂X. The 'microscale' cross-section Y may be as simple as the index set {1, 2, 3} as for the random walker/heat exchanger (2), or the whole of R Y . The operators L k are assumed autonomous and independent of in-plate position x; they only operate in the 'microscale' cross-section Y. Many problems which at first appear inhomogeneous in x may be embedded into an ensemble of phase-shifted problems such that the resultant ensemble has operators L k independent of position x-see the example of Section 4.
For pdes in the general form (16), assume the field u is smooth enough to have continuous 2N derivatives in x, u ∈ C 2N (X × Y × R, U), for some pre-specified Taylor series truncation N. The choice of truncation N is only constrained by the differentiability class of field u, and not by any truncation of the infinite k sum in (16).
This section, through to the very end of section 3.4, establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (slowly varying pde). Let u(x, y, t) be governed by a linear pde of the form (16) satisfying Assumption 3. Define the 'macroscale field' U(x, t) := Z 0 (y), u(x, y, t) , U : X × R → R m , for both Z 0 (y) and inner product of Definition 4. Then, in the regime of 'slowly varying solutions' the macroscale field U satisfies the pde
in terms of m×m matrices A n given by (37a), to a closure error quantified by (52), and upon neglecting transients decaying exponentially quickly in time.
To cater for the intricacies of this problem we use a lot of symbols. Appendix A summarises the notation for convenient reference.
Rewrite the local field
Choose a cross-section at plate station X ∈ X , as shown schematically in Figure 2 . Then, generalising (5), invoke the multivariate Lagrange's Remainder Theorem to write the field u in terms of an Nth degree local Taylor multinomial about the cross-section x = X:
with the multi-index factorial n! := n 1 !n 2 ! · · · n M ! , the multi-index power
M , and where
• in the first sum, for |n| < N ,
and
• whereas for the cases in the second sum of |n| = N , by Lagrange's Remainder Theorem for multivariate Taylor series (e.g., Taylor 2011, Eq. (1.27)),
As the domain X is open, Lagrange's Remainder Theorem (18) holds for all x ∈ χ(X) ⊆ X where χ(X) is any open subset of X such that for all points x ∈ χ(X) the convex combination X + s(x − X) ∈ χ(X) for every 0 s 1 . The superscript notation u (n) reflects that the functions (18b)-(18c) are fundamentally derivatives of the field u, even though they appear as independent variables in the analysis of this section (and as first posited by Roberts (1988) ). Although at the highest order |n| = N the coefficient functions u (n) (X, x, y, t) in principle are well defined, in our macroscale modelling the spatial derivatives of these u (n) appear as an uncertain part of the modelling closure. The reason for the uncertainty is that, at the highest order |n| = N , the derivatives of these u (n) depend upon the field u(x, y, t) between the station X and a point of interest x.
Derive exact local DEs Generalising (7), let's derive some exact des (either odes or pdes depending upon Y) for the the evolution of the coefficients u (n) (X, y, t) and u (n) (X, x, y, t). The specified pde (16) invokes various spatial derivatives of the field u. Since the domain X is open and the multivariate Taylor multinomial (18a) applies in the open neighbourhood χ(X) of each station X, and u ∈ C 2N , the Taylor multinomial can be differentiated times, | | N . The multivariate Taylor multinomial (18a) gives, after some rearrangement
where in the range of some sums, the notation (k) ⊕ means the index vector whose ith component is max(k i , 0). In deriving expansion (19), the partial derivatives with respect to x maintain constant X, y and t. Similarly, when taking partial derivatives of any of X, x, y or t, the other variables in this group remain constant.
Take the th spatial derivative of the specified pde (16),
Then substitute (19) for the spatial derivatives of field u (replacing with + k where appropriate),
This equation is exact for every x ∈ χ(X), for all stations X ∈ X, as the multivariate Taylor multinomial (18a) is exact. However, from the last line of (21), regions of rapid spatial variation will have large 'uncertain' terms involving ∂ k x u (n) for |k| > 0 and |n| = N.
Now set x = X in equation (21) so that all terms containing factors of (x − X) vanish. Unless otherwise specified, hereafter u (n) denotes u (n) (X, y, t) when |n| < N and denotes u (n) (X, X, y, t) when |n| = N . In addition, swap the n and multi-indices in (21). Then,
where the remainder
The second term on the right-hand side of (21) (when |k| 1) determines the remainder (22b). For all indices |n| = 0, . . . , N, the u (n) terms in equation (22a) are evaluated at station X, but the remainder term r n implicitly contains effects due to variations along the line joining fixed station X to variable position x via the integral (18c). Now rewrite the odes (22a) of the local field derivatives u (n) in a form corresponding to (8a):
and with the remainder r n playing the role of time dependent forcing. Equation (23) forms a large system of
des in U since there are N possible values for M dimensional n constrained by |n| N (N = 6 in R 2 for the N = 2 example of Section 2 which totals 18 odes). The system of N des (23) is an exact statement of the dynamics in the locale χ(X) of every station X. The system (23) might appear closed, but it is coupled to the dynamics of neighbouring stations by the derivatives within the remainder (22b): ∂ k x u ( ) for |k| 1 and | | = N . Thus system (23) is two faced: when viewed globally as the union over all stations X ∈ X it is a deterministic autonomous system; but when viewed locally at any one station X ∈ X , the interstation coupling implicit in the remainder r n appears as time dependent 'forcing'.
Our plan is to treat the remainders as 'uncertainties' and derive models where the effects of the uncertain remainders can be bounded into the precise error statement (52) for the models. Roughly, since the remainder is linear in
u when | | = N 4 for slowly varying fields u these high derivatives are small and so the errors due to the uncertain remainder will be small. If the field u has any localised internal or boundary layers, then in these locales the errors due to the uncertain remainder will be correspondingly large and so such locales should be excluded from X.
The generating function has equivalent dynamics
From the specified pde (16) the previous sections dissected out a possibly combinatorially large system of N des (23) describing localised dynamics near any station. This section uses a multinomial generating function to pack all these des back together into one equation. The theoretical utility is that we then compactly handle the many des all together. The practical utility is that the symbology connects with and validates extant, widely used, heuristic methodologies.
This section establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (linear equivalence). Let u(x, y, t) be governed by the specified linear pde (16). Then the dynamics at all locales X ∈ X are equivalently governed by the
for the generating function multinomialũ(X, t) defined in (26), and for the 'uncertain' coupling termr [u] given by (30). For every station X ∈ X and time t consider the field u in terms of a local Taylor multinomial (18a) about the cross-section x = X . In terms of the indeterminate ξ ∈ R M , define the generating multinomial
where this generating multinomialũ, through its range denoted by U N , is implicitly a function of the indeterminate ξ, and the cross-sectional variable y. This generating multinomialũ : X × R → U N for the vector space
4 The kth derivative of (18c) with respect to x = X + ξ evaluated at |ξ| = 0 gives ∂
and where ⊗ represents the vector space tensor product. In the heat exchanger example of section 2.2, (u 00 , u 10 , . . . , u 02 ) ∈ R 3 ⊗ R 6 = R 18 whereas the equivalent generating multinomial isũ ∈ U 2 where U 2 = R 3 ⊗ G 2 with ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ). Importantly, the pde (25) forũ is symbolically the same as the specified pde (16) with u ↔ũ, x ↔ ξ, and the addition of a remainder termr [u] . But the derivatives ∂ ξ in the pde (25) are considerably simpler than the derivatives ∂ x in the pde (16) because in pde (25) the derivatives act only on G N , the space of multinomials in ξ of degree at most N. Simpler because, although derivatives are often confoundingly unbounded in mathematical analysis, here the derivatives ∂ ξ are bounded in G N .
Our first task is to show that the generating multinomial (26) satisfies the pde (25) and to derive an expression for the coupling termr [u] . Our second task is to prove that systematic modelling of the specified pde (16), via pde (25), is equivalent to well-known heuristic procedures expressed in terms of the generating multinomial, to some error which is now determined.
To find the remainderr [u] , first observe that k derivatives with respect to the indeterminate ξ of the generating multinomial (26) lead to the identity
Second, take the time derivative of (26) and replace ∂u (n) /∂t using (22a):
This is precisely pde (25) of Proposition 2 with coupling remainder
upon using expression (22b) for the remainders r n . Expression (30) gives the remainder term appearing in Proposition 2. We now turn to the second key task which is to relate fields in physical space with their corresponding field in the generating multinomial space U N . Define the operator
where these subscripted brackets denote evaluation. This operator is denoted by G to signify it determines the generating multinomial corresponding to a given field.
For example, it is straightforward to deduce
when |n| N , and
Thus G operating on the Taylor multinomial expansion (18a) gives
But to use operator G on some general function f(x) ∈ C N+1 , observe that the Taylor expansion of f(X + ξ) about x = X gives
where R N (f) is the appropriate Lagrange remainder term. Thus, Gf(x) evaluates f(X + ξ) to a difference O |ξ| N+1 . Terms of the form "O |ξ| N+1 " are not to be viewed as errors, instead they represent differences. Such differences arise through terms that are of no interest or relevance in this context. The reason is that we are only interested in operations and identities in the multinomial space G N of degree N multinomials. For expressions such as f(X + ξ) that typically are off G N , it is only the projection onto G N that is relevant as we only address relations of the components in G N . A term "O |ξ| N+1 " reflects such a projection.
Establish Proposition 2 The equivalence of indeterminate ξ and space x, to within the quantified difference, is the key to the equivalence between our rigorous approach to modelling and the well established heuristics of slow scaling of the space variables. From its definition (31), the operator G commutes with ∂/∂t and thus, from (33),
However, from (34) we also know that G∂u(x, y, t)/∂t is the Taylor expansion of ∂u(x, y, t)/∂t at x = X + ξ with a difference O |ξ| N+1 . Thus, to a difference O |ξ| N+1 , the pde (25) of the generating multinomialũ(X, t) is equivalent to the pde (16) of original field u(x, y, t) when evaluated at x = X + ξ . At x = X (i.e., ξ = 0) the pde (25) ofũ(X, t) and the pde (16) of u(x, y, t) are identical. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
Model the local autonomous dynamics
Having transformed the physical pde (16) to the equivalent generating function form (25) we now analyse this later form in order to establish the Slowly Varying pde Proposition 1. The generating function form (25) is symbolically the same as the physical pde (16) but has two crucial differences: firstly, in G N the derivatives ∂ n ξ are bounded and finite-D, whereas in X the derivatives ∂ n x are unbounded and 'infinite'-D; and secondly, it is the presence of the 'uncertain forcing' termr [u] that couples the local, approximately finite-D, dynamics to the 'infinite'-D dynamics over the whole domain X.
To analyse the 'uncertainly forced' system (25) we must first understand the autonomous local system
The invariant subspaces ofL in U N are a key part of our understanding of the autonomous system (36). This subsection establishes Proposition 7 that solutions on the centre subspace ofL satisfy the local, linear, Nth order, pde (40). OperatorL is effectively block upper-triangular. The upper triangular nature is due to the derivatives in the definition (36) ofL. Decompose operatorL = L 0 +K, the sum of its 'diagonal' part L 0 and its 'off-diagonal
Terms ofKũ in ξ n depend only upon terms ofũ in ξ k for |k| > |n| (|k| N), and soK is zero for all |k| |n|. The diagonal block L 0 of the 'block upper-triangular' operatorL ensures that the spectrum of operatorL is that of L 0 , but repeated N times (once for each power of ξ in G N ), for the combinatorially large N defined by (24).
Assumption 3. We assume the following for the primary case of purely centrestable dynamics.
1. The Hilbert space U is the direct sum of two closed L 0 -invariant subspaces, E 0 c and E 0 s , and the corresponding restrictions of L 0 generate strongly continuous semigroups (Gallay 1993; Aulbach and Wanner 1996, e.g.) . Although we almost entirely address the case when the Hilbert space U decomposes into only a centre and a stable subspace, much of the following derivation and discussion applies to other cases that may be of interest in other circumstances. One may be interested in a centre subspace among both stable and unstable modes, or in a slow subspace corresponding to pure zero eigenvalues (as in the random walker/heat exchanger example of Section 2), or in some other 'normal mode' subcentre subspace (Lamarque, Touzé, and Thomas 2012, e.g.) , or in the centre-unstable subspace, and so on. We primarily focus on the centre subspace among otherwise decaying modes as then the centre subspace contains the long term emergent dynamics from quite general initial conditions (Robinson (1996) called it asymptotically complete). • With these eigenvectors define
• Since the centre subspace is an invariant space of L 0 , define A 0 ∈ R m×m to be such that L 0 V 0 = V 0 A 0 (often A 0 will be in Jordan form, but it is not necessarily so).
• Use ·, · to also denote the inner product on the Hilbert space U, ·, · :
Interpret this inner product when acting on two matrices/vectors with elements in U as the matrix/vector of the corresponding elementwise inner products. For example, for
• Also define Z 0 to have m columns, linearly independent, which both span the corresponding centre subspace of the adjoint L † 0 (in the chosen inner product), and also are normalised such that Z 0 , V 0 = I m .
Developing from this eigen-decomposition of L 0 , we require mN basis vectors ofL to span the centre subspace ofL, denoted E N c , in the generating multinomial space U N . We now establish the existence of suitable basis vectors ofL from those of L 0 by considering suitable multinomials in ξ. These basis vectors are typically generalised eigenvectors ofL in the multinomial space U N -they are derived from, but are very different to, the eigenvectors of L 0
Recursively define generalised eigenvectors After solving the basic eigenproblem for A 0 , V 0 and Z 0 , Definition 4, now recursively solve the following sequence of problems for A n ∈ R m×m and V n ∈ U 1×m , 0 < |n| N ,
In applications, the m columns of each of these V n contain information about the interactions between plate-wise gradients of the field u, as felt through the mechanisms encoded in the L k for |k| > 0 and the cross-sectional out-of-equilibrium dynamics encoded in L 0 .
Lemma 5. The recursive equations (37) are solvable for A n and V n for all 0 < |n| N .
Proof. Consider Z 0 , (37b) . The left-hand side, using the choice (37a) and the orthogonality (37c), becomes
Whereas the right-hand side of Z 0 , (37b) , also using the orthogonality (37c), becomes
by the choice (37a). Consequently the right-hand side of (37b) is in the range of the left-hand side. Also, the left-hand side operator has a null space spanned by the m columns of V 0 and so there is enough freedom to impose the normality condition (37c) at every step.
Lemma 6. For the homogeneous system (36) in the multinomial space U N , a basis for the centre subspace ofL is the collective columns of
LetṼ denote the collection of columns ofṼ n over all n, 0 |n| N , ordered within the partial ordering of |n|. Denote the centre subspace ofL, spanned by columns ofṼ, by E N c . Proof. First prove the space spanned by (38) is invariant: for all n, 0 |n| N , considerLṼ
which is a linear combination of {Ṽ n }, the columns ofṼ. Since this identity holds for all n, there exists an mN×mN matrix A, composed of N×N blocks of (m×m) A n and 0 m , such thatLṼ =ṼA . (The random walker/heat exchanger matrix A in (10) furnishes an example of such a block upper-triangular matrix A-in a case with m = 1 .)
Second, from the identity (39),LṼ n =Ṽ n A 0 + (lower orderṼ ), where 'lower order' means | | < |n|. Consequently, matrix A is upper-triangular. Further, the N diagonal blocks of A are A 0 . Thus the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenspace spanned byṼ are the centre eigenvalues in A 0 repeated N times. These fully account for the centre eigenvalues ofL (counted according to multiplicity).
Third, the linear independence of both { 
Our aim is to show the evolution on the centre subspace has a physically appealing, compact, representation directly corresponding to the physical space pde (17). Further, the representation sets up connections to other established methodologies. The next proposition is this desired result.
n U n . For these parameters, define the generating multinomialŨ(ξ, t) := N |n|=0 ξ n n! U n (t). Then on the centre subspace E N c ofL the evolution of the autonomous (36) is governed by the pde
for matrices A n constructed by (37a).
Proof. Consider the autonomous (36), ∂ũ/∂t =Lũ: by the parametrisation its left-hand side ∂ũ/∂t = N |n|=0Ṽ n ∂U n /∂t ; whereas the right-hand sidẽ
By the linear independence of the columns ofṼ, these two sides are equal iff
Second, consider the time derivative of the generating multinomialŨ:
Thus the pde (40) holds on the autonomous centre subspace ofL in U N .
This result establishes that locally, and in the absence of coupling with nearby locales, a macroscale field together with its slowly-varying derivatives exist that evolve consistently with the expected macroscale pde.
As an example we return to the random walker of Section 2 and show how to construct allṼ n for |n| N = 6. We use initial basis vectors V 0 = v 00 1 = (1, 0, 0) (the eigenvector of L 0 with zero eigenvalue) and Z 0 = (1, 0, 0) (the eigenvector of adjoint L † 0 with zero eigenvalue). Either, we first recursively calculate all A n and basis vectors V n from (37) and use definition (38) to construct allṼ n ; or, we calculate A n andṼ n directly with
obtained from combining (37) (in agreement with matrix A in (10)) and V 00 = V 00 = (1, 0, 0) ,
) ,
ξ 1 ) ,
ξ 2 ) ,
) .
These three dimensional generating basis vectors of order N = 2 multinomials are equivalent to the six 3N = 18 dimensional eigenvectors v mn in equation (9). Straightforward substitution confirms that A n and basis vectorsṼ n satisfy identity (39).
Project the uncertain coupling
Our aim is not to model the autonomous (36), but the exact system (25) with its uncertain couplingr[u] to neighbouring locales. Let's proceed to project the uncertain coupling by treating it as an arbitrary, time dependent, forcing. The result of this subsection completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Change basis to centre and stable variables Writeũ =ṼU +WS where the centre variables U = U n parametrise the centre subspace, and the stable variables S parametrise the stable subspace. Here,W is a differential matrix operator containing eigenvectors that form a basis for the multinomial stable subspace E N s and is analogous toṼ, the differential operator containing eigenvectors forming a basis fo the multinomial centre subspace E N c (Lemma 6). As detailed in Assumption 3, the eigenvectors of the stable subspace have eigenvalues λ j where λ j −β < −Nα , indicating rapid exponential decay of these modes and the emergence of the centre subspace over long time scales (with its eigenvalues | λ j | α). Despite the rapid decay of the stable modes, when forced by coupling with neighbouring locales, their influence on the dynamics of the system is not negligible in general. Here we derive a slow macroscale model which quantifies the effects of the coupling.
Analogous toṼ,W is associated with the following properties:
•W forms a basis for the multinomial stable subspace E We separate the 'forcing' in system (25) into components in E N c and E N s :r = Vr c +Wr s . Then by the linear independence of the complete basis {Ṽ,W}, the 'forced' system (25) separates to
Now consider the stable variables S. SinceL generates a continuous semigroup (Assumption 3), so does its restriction B, and so we rewrite (43b) in the integral equation form
as convolutions f(t) g(t)
Since all eigenvalues of B have real part −β, then for some decay rate γ ∈ (α, β)
upon invoking the following definition.
Definition 8. Define f(t) g(t) to mean f − g = O e −γt as t → ∞ for some exponential decay rate γ such that α < γ < β .
Consequently, equation (45) quantifies how the local stable variables S are forced by coupling with neighbouring locales via the remainder effects inr s .
The centre subspace dynamics with remainder As invoked in Proposition 1, define the macroscale amplitude field of slowly varying solutions by the projection
which as yet is distinct from the multinomial local centre variables U. In order to discover how the amplitude field U(x, t) evolves, our task is to now relate the field U(x, t) to the local centre subspace variables U. As a preliminary step, and since Z 0 is independent of ξ, for any index simplify
(by Lemma 6, with matrix index n)
for n , else 0 m (by Defn 4) = I m for n = , else 0 m (by Defn 4 and (37c)).
Consequently, with = 0, Z 0 ,Ṽ ξ=0 A is the first row of blocks of A, namely the m × m blocks A n in appropriate order. Recalling that U = U n , an identity to be used shortly is then that
Recall that the multinomialũ(X, t) is the Taylor expansion in ξ of u(X + ξ, y, t) to differences O |ξ| N+1 . Hence the field u(X, y, t) =ũ(X, t) ξ=0 and so macroscale amplitude U(X, t) = Z 0 ,ũ(X, t) ξ=0 . Take the temporal derivative of U(x, t) at cross-section x = X ,
(using separated system (43))
(using convolution solution (45))
(using identity (48) and Defn 8)
For this result to form a pde for the macroscale field U we need to write the centre subspace parameters U n in terms of spatial derivatives of U. Identity (28) ensures
(using (47) and the solution (45))
The above shows that, discounting exponential transients, U is the th spatial derivative of the amplitude field U(x, t) evaluated at x = X , with a remainder term determined from the forcing coupling. Substituting equation (50) into (49) gives
The pde (51) applies for every station X in the domain X. Strictly, the 'pde' (51) is a coupled differential-integral equation: the dynamics at each station X being coupled by the gradients and their history convolution integrals occurring within the remainder (52). But when the uncertain remainder term is negligible, as in slowly varying regimes where the remainder ρ is O |n|=N+1 |∂ n x u| ,
Many engineering structures have microscale structure, such as the windings in electrical machinery (Romanazzi, Bruna, and Howey 2016, e.g.) , electromagnetism in micro-structured material (Craster 2015; Niyonzima 2014, e.g.) , and slow Stokes flow through porous media (Brown, Popov, and Efendiev 2011, e.g.) . The engineering challenge is to understand the dynamics on a scale significantly larger than the micro-structure. Homogenization, via multiple length scales, is the common approach (Gustafsson and Mossino 2003; Engquist and Souganidis 2008, e.g.) .
Building on the 1D case (Roberts 2015a, §2.5) , this section shows a new approach to modelling the large scale dynamics within general rigorous theory. This new approach provides a route to systematic refinements of the homogenization, and to novel quantification of the remainder error. In two spatial dimensions the prototypical problem is the effective diffusion across structured material with a periodic, cellular, microscale (Figure 4) . Let x = (x 1 , x 2 ) be the spatial coordinates, then we seek to model on the macroscalethat is, across many cells-the diffusion in time t of the temperature field u(x, t) satisfying the diffusion pde
The spatially varying diffusion coefficient K(x) is here assumed to be doubly periodic over a length h as illustrated schematically by Figure 4 ; that is, K(x 1 + ph, x 2 + qh) = K(x 1 , x 2 ) for integer p, q. Here we use upright roman letters for field u and space x to distinguish these direct physical quantities from those of the mathematical analysis which use the maths font u and x for closely related but different quantities.
Ensemble averages provides our route to rigorous modelling. Let's embed the specific problem in the family of problems of all phase shifted versions of the material. That is, for all microscale phase shifts φ, 0 φ 1 , φ 2 < h , seek the field u(x, φ, t) that satisfies the pde
The original pde (53) and its solution is included in this family as the phase shift φ = 0 version of pde (54) and its solution. The second step in the embedding is to write the solution field u in terms of a new field u(x, y, t) that is a function of macroscale coordinates x ∈ X, microscale 'cell' coordinates y ∈ Y = [0, h] 2 , and time t. Hereafter let's consider the diffusivity K to be only a function of the microscale cell coordinate y, that is, K(y). Then consider solutions u(x, y, t) to the pde
Elementary algebra shows that solutions of this pde (55), via u(x, φ, t) = u(x, x + φ, t), give solutions to the pde (54)-and hence (53)-and vice-versa. We need to consider boundary conditions for both domains X and Y. First, the slowly varying theory of Section 3 applies usefully in a macroscale domain X from which boundary layers and shocks have been excised, and addresses the general solutions in such a domain X. Thus macroscale boundary conditions on ∂X are not needed to apply the theory. Second, on the microscale Y, the diffusion coefficient is h-periodic in y, so we correspondingly require the field u(x, y, t) to be h-periodic in y. Then identities such as y = x + φ are implicitly to be interpreted modulo h in both components. This periodicity in the cell structure is sufficient to form a well-posed problem in the cross-sectional, cell, microstructure.
The embedding pde (55) is in the linear class (16) of Section 3 with M = 2 large space dimensions and operators
and all other L k zero. Other crucial requisites are those of Assumption 3 upon the properties of L 0 with boundary conditions of double h-periodicity in y ∈ Y; that is, upon the basic properties of the fundamental cell problem. The self-adjoint cell eigen-problem
is well known and for diffusion K(y) K min > 0 has m = 1 zero eigenvalue corresponding to eigenfunction v 0 (y) = constant over the cell Y, and the other eigenvalues are real and negative, λ j −β for β = 4π 2 K min /h 2 . The corresponding set of eigenfunctions are orthogonal and complete in the Hilbert space of smooth L 2 functions on Y. Consequently the requisite semigroups exist (Carr 1981, Ch. 6, e.g.) . Hence Proposition 1 applies. Set Z 0 (y) = 1/h 2 so that the macroscale field U(x, t) := 1 h 2 Y u(x, y, t) dy is a cell-mean. Then, for any chosen order of truncation N, the field U satisfies the pde
for some 2 × 2 matrices A n depending upon K(y), to a closure remainder error quantified by (52), and upon neglecting transients decaying roughly like O e −βt as t → ∞ . The pde (56) is the homogenisation of the original pde (53), generalised to any order of truncation. Further, the novel expression (52) would be used to quantify the remainder error in any large scale modelling.
5
Vibrations of an inhomogeneous plate If, instead of the inhomogeneous diffusion (53), suppose we wanted to model the vibrations of an inhomogeneous plate satisfying the corresponding, second order in time, pde
Then all of the above algebra would be effectively the same except for two aspects. First, the exponential emergence of the model from all initial conditions, expressed in terms "O e −γt ", would be replaced by long-lived oscillations e iω j t of relatively high frequency. Second, also the exponentially decaying convolutions in the remainder term r would turn into tricky convolutions with oscillating factors e iω j t , potentially causing an algebraic growth in the error of the model. Both of these mechanisms would be ameliorated by any small viscous damping or small radiative damping that is physically present but omitted from the mathematical pde (57). Consequently, in practice and with care the approach here should help model the vibration of inhomogeneous plates.
Conclusion
This article develops a general theoretical approach to supporting the much invoked practical approximation of slow variations in space. The key idea, suggested by Roberts (2015a) , is to examine the dynamics in the locale around any crosssection. We find that a Taylor series approximation to the dynamics is only coupled to neighbouring locales via the highest order resolved derivative. Treating this coupling as an 'uncertain forcing' of the local dynamics we in essence apply non-autonomous centre manifold theory to prove the existence and emergence of a local model. This support applies for all cross-sections and so establishes existence and emergence globally in the domain.
In this theory there is no requirement for some small parameter to tend to zero. A centre manifold model exists for solutions up to at least some finite amplitude and up to at least some finite spatial gradients of the variables. Thus the approach remains valid when the domain of the original system is finite in all dimensions.
This article focussed on the case of a centre manifold amongst centre-stable dynamics as this case is the most broadly useful in modelling dynamics. Section 2 considered one such example with slow-stable dynamics and derived the slowly varying model on the slow manifold. The key required properties are the persistence of centre manifolds under perturbations by time dependent 'forcing'. Since this property of persistence is shared by other invariant manifolds, we expect the same approach will support the existence and perhaps relevance of other invariant manifolds with slow variations in space. The persistence of centre manifold should also support the extension of the theory to stochastic systems (Arnold and Imkeller 1998; Roberts 2008, e.g.) , and to systems with nonlinear dynamics, as shown by Roberts (2015a) for the one dimensional case X ⊂ R.
This approach opens much for future research. It may be able to illuminate the thorny issue of providing boundary conditions to slowly varying models of problems such as shells, plates and Turing patterns (Segel 1969; Roberts 1992; Mielke 1992, e.g ).
Symbol
Meaning Random walker k, n, . . .
M-dimensional integer multi-indices in
N M 0 , |k| N k = (k 1 , k 2 ), . . .
U(x, t)
macroscale emergent variables, in R m ; in general U := Z 0 , u(x, y, t) U 0 (x, y, t)
A n m × m matrix coefficient of the nth spatial derivative of U in the macroscale pde 
B Computer algebra models the random walker
This section lists and describes computer algebra code to analyse the Taylor series approach to the slowly varying modelling of the heat exchanger (1) of Figure 1 . The code is written in the free computer algebra package Reduce 6 (MacCullum and Wright 1991, e.g.). Analogous code will work for other computer algebra packages.
Make the printing appears nicer. 1 on div; on revpri; off allfac;
Replace all coefficient fields U 0mn with derivatives of U(x, y, t) and its Taylor In the pde of U(x, y, t) the forcing terms are defined by the function 'force'. 158 factor df; 159 resuu:=resuu+forcing;
End the if-statement that chooses whether to execute the code of this appendix. 160 end;
